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Commercial grade Limitorque actuators are installed on Unit 2 component cooling system
(KC) containment isolation valves 2KC-424B (Inside Containment) and 2KC-425A (Auxiliary
Building). Fisher Controls, the supplier for both Class IE active valves, failed to
provide environmentally qualified actuators as required by Duke specifications. The
commercial grade actuators were discovered during an attempt (on June 9, 1984) to install
T-drain plugs in the motor housing of valve 2KC-424B when it was discovered there was no
provision for the plugs. Unit 2 was in Mode 1 100% power at the time of discovery.
This error went undetected because Limitorque model numbers / nameplates do not distinguish
qualified actuators and their qualification level from commercial type actuators. Only
Limitorque can determine the qualification level by tracing their f actory order number
back to a bill of material.
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Based on evaluation there is a very high confidence level that the subject valves will
operate at the onset of an accident, and the probability of a DBE occurring and challeng-
ing the KC System before actuator replacement can be made is quite remote. Therefore,
actual safety consequences to the station is considered negligibic and continued opera-
tion for a reasonable period of time is justified. The actuators will be replaced with
qualified units as soon as plant availability permits. The qualification level of all
other active valves furnished by Fisher Controls will be confirmed, and any necessary
corrective actions taken. -
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Commercial grade Limitorque actuators (EIIS:XCV] are installed on Unit 2 component cooling
- system (KC) [EIIS:CC] containment isolation valves [EIIS:V] 2KC-424B (Inside Containment)

and 2KC-425A (Aux. Bldg.) . Fisher Controls, the supplier for both Class IE active valves,
failed to provide environmentally qualified actuators as required by Duke specifications.
The cuiamerical grade actuators were discovered during ca attempt (on June 9, 1984) to
install T-drain plugs in the motor [EIIS:M0] housing of valve 2KC-424B when it was
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discovered there was no provision for the plugs (Ref. LER 369/84-19 for discussion of the
T-drain deficiency). Unit 2 was in Mode 1 at 100% power at the time of discovery. (The
corresponding Unit I valves do not have Limitorque actuators.)
This error went undetected because Limitorque model numbers / nameplates do not distinguish
qualified actuators and their qualification level frca commercial type actuators. Only
Limitorque can determine the qualification 1cvel by tracing their factory order number
back to a bill of material.
It is felt that the above deficiency is an isolated case at the McGuire Nuclear Station.
Valves 2KC-424B and 2KC-425A receive an automatic containment 1sclation signal at the
onset of.an accident; after which the valves would not be required to operate again.
Valves are secured in their safety position 40 seconds after they receive their signal
and prior to accident environment having any detrimental effect on the actuators. With
the exception of some quality control inspections during manufacturing, these actuators
are similar to actuators qualified for active outside containment service per Limitorque
Qualification Type Test Report B-0003.

All electrical power and control components asacciated with,the subject valves are Class
1E qualified (e.g., feeder breakers, reversing starters, ccbling, etc.). The Class IE
feeder breakers [EIIS:BRK] are acceptably. coordinated with the associated Class IE bus
breaker, such that electrical taults at the valve operator (postulated to occur only well
into the DBE) would be isolated without degrading the Class lE bus [EIIS: CON] and other
safety-reinted loads. In addition, the two valves have passed their timing requirements,

in all surveillances performed since Unit 2 startup.
Based on the above technical evaluation, there is a very high confidence level that the
subject valves will operate at the onset of an accident, and the probability of a DBE
occurring and challenging the KC System before actuator replacement can be made is quite
remote. Therefore, actual safety consequences to the station is considered negligible
and continued operation for a reasonable period of time is justified. The health and
safety of the public were unaffected by this deficiency.
Non-nuclear grade actuators on valves 2KC-424B and 2KC-425A will be replaced with
qualified units as soon as necessary equipment is received and plant availability allows
adsquate time to make the replacement, but no later than during McGuire Unit 2 refueling
outage, presently scheduled for January 6, 1985. In addition, the qualification level of
cil other active electric motor operated valves furnished by Fisher Controls will be
confirmed by obtaining the order numbers from operator nameplates and tracing them back
through Limitorque. Any additional deficiencies identified through this review will be
evaluated, justified or corrected as required.
This deficiency is being reviewed in parallel at other Duke Nucicar Stations and appro-
priate actions will be taken and reported as required.
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DUKE POWEn GOMPANY
P.O. BOK 33180

CHAMIAyFTE, N.C. 28212
HALB.TUCKEN run.nenown

vs a raamanent (704) OMM534
July 9, 1984mm. .

ocument Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station Unit 2
Docket No. 50-370
LER 370/84-14

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 t,FR 50.73 Sections (a)(1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event
Report 370/84-14 concerning active valves with commercial limitorque actuators
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which is sul .sitted in accordance with $50.73(a)(2)(v)/(vi) . This event was
considered t) be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the
public.

Very truly yours,

$ A G A ~ A fd :

Hal B. Tucker

PBN:scs

Attachment

cc: Mr. Janes P. O'Reilly Mr. W. T. Orders
Regional Administrator NRC Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission McGuire Nuclear Station
Suite 2900

,

101 Marietta Street, NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Records. Center American Nuclear Insurers
Instittite of Nuclear Power Operations c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
1100 Circle 75 Parkway Suite 1500 The Exchange, Suite 245
Atlanto, Georgia 30339 270 Farmington Avenue

Farmington, Connecticut 06032
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